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Instantly Turn Your Old Static Web Pages Into Lead Capturing, Sales Driving, Visitor-Attention-Grabbing

Machines! Dear Internet Entrepreneur, How about I START with the bottom line? Thats right... Im going to

get straight to the point, because this new software SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. Here it is: This new software

will bring new life to your web pages to increase your opt-in rate, improve your sales conversions, and

keep visitors on your site longer. It will help you do all of this quickly and easily for a price that wont break

the bank. OK, thats the conclusion. If youre ready to grab it now while its available, please... Otherwise,

keep reading and Ill fill you in on the details... Video is the new wave of the internet-- everything is moving

toward video. You already knew that didnt you? But did you know that studies have shown that video can

produce 89 better results than static text? What this means for you is that you DONT have to be a Super

Ad-Copy Guru to be successful on the web. You could have a headline, sub-headline, and body text less

than half as good as your competitor, and still destroy them in lead capture and sales volume by simply

implementing this new technology into your page. In other words, you can immediately engage your

visitors in an experience rather than just hoping your headline will capture their attention enough to

continue reading your site-copy. Here are some of the great features of the Video Pop-In Genius! *

Instantly GRAB Your Visitors Attention. * Immediately Gain Trust. * Create That Vital Element Of Rapport

In Mere Seconds. * Visitors Feel Like They Are Included Rather Than Targeted. * Instantly Command

Your Visitors The Moment They Arrive On Your Site. * Drives Your Lead Capture Ratios Through The

Roof! * Ability To Strictly Target Your Visitor. Bring Your Lead Capture Popups to Life Quickly and Easily!

Buy Now! $1.99!
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